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Seamless Rib Top
ZhuoGu Clothing Co.,Ltd have been
specialized in Seamless garments for
many years.ZhuoGu is a professional
leader Seamless Rib Top manufacturers
with high quality and reasonable
price.We will always adhere to the
"quality, credibility" purpose, with
scientific management methods, strong
technical force, will continue to deepen
reform, innovation mechanism, adapt to
the market, comprehensive development,
welcome friends from all walks of life
come to visit, guidance and business
negotiations.

ZhuoGu Clothing Co.,Ltd have been specialized in Seamless garments for many
years.ZhuoGu is a professional leader Seamless Rib Top manufacturers with high
quality and reasonable price.We will always adhere to the "quality, credibility" purpose,
with scientific management methods, strong technical force, will continue to deepen
reform, innovation mechanism, adapt to the market, comprehensive development,
welcome friends from all walks of life come to visit, guidance and business negotiations.

Seamless Rib Top Product Introduction

SEAMLESS CORSETRY-INSPIRED TOP Strappy round neck top. Asymmetric hem.We
only use recycled polyamide certified by organisations which monitor the process from the
source to the final product. At present, we work with:
Global Recycled Standard (GRS)

Seamless Rib Top Parameter (Specification)

Feature Color Size range Delivery time
Seamless Rib Top Customized XS-3XL 40 days after confirm the PP sample

Seamless Rib Top Feature And Application
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Caring for your clothes is caring for the environment.
Only wash your garments when necessary; sometimes you only need to freshen them up.
Since washing slowly deteriorates fabrics, if you wash your garments less often, you can
lengthen their life and reduce the consumption of water and energy used in care
processes.

Hand wash at max. 30ºC/86ºF

Do not use bleach

Iron at a maximum of 110ºC/230ºF

Do not dry clean

Do not tumble dry
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